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Lal Kitab (Hindi: à¤²à¤¾à¤² à¤•à¤¿à¤¤à¤¾à¤¬, Urdu: Ù„Ø§Ù„Ú©ØªØ§Ø¨, literally Red Book) is a set of five
Hindi language books on Hindu astrology and palmistry, written in the 20th century, based on the Samudrika
Shastra.. Poetic verses with philosophy and hidden nuances form the core farmanns or upaya (remedy
recommended) of the book.It is believed to have Persian origins and has led to field ...
Lal Kitab - Wikipedia
A: Â·^ Dhuria caste in UP is different from Dhuria caste in Punjab. The former is Jat while the latter is Punjabi
Arora, mostly from Pakistani Punjab.Â· ^ Sarin not be confused with Sareen (Khatri Caste) from Sialkot,
Pakistan.Â· ^ Thakral not to be confused with Thukral, also known as a surname from the Dogra
caste.Â·B[edit]: ^ Dhuria caste ...
Appendix:List of Arora surnames - Wiktionary
Multan (Punjabi, Saraiki, Urdu: Ù…Ù•Ù„ØªØ§Ù† â€¬ â€Ž ()), is a city in Punjab, Pakistan.Located on the
banks of the Chenab River, Multan is Pakistan's 5th largest city, and is the major cultural and economic
centre of southern Punjab.. Multan's history stretches deep into antiquity. The ancient city was site of the
renowned Multan Sun Temple, and was besieged by Alexander the Great during the ...
Multan - Wikipedia
Version 8.0.0 has been superseded by the latest version of the Unicode Standard. This page summarizes the
important changes for the Unicode Standard, Version 8.0.0. This version supersedes all previous versions of
the Unicode Standard. Unicode 8.0 adds a total of 7,716 characters, encompassing six ...
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